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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Same-sex couples marrying in Maine would boost the state budget by $7.9 

million per year. 
 

This analysis estimates the impact of allowing same-sex couples to marry on Maine’s state budget. We 

estimate that allowing same-sex couples to marry will result in a net gain of approximately $7.9 million 
each year for the State. This net impact will be the result of savings in expenditures on state means-

tested public benefits programs and an increase in revenue from state sales and income taxes and 
marriage license fees. 

 

We base our conclusion on the following estimates: 
 

Approximately 2,316 of Maine’s same-sex couples would marry in the first 
three years. 

 
According to the American Community Survey 2005-2007, Maine has 4,644 same-sex couples. Based on 

the experiences of other states that have extended marriage, civil unions, or domestic partnerships to 

same-sex couples, we predict that approximately half of those couples, or 2,316 couples, would choose 
to marry during the first three years after marriage is opened to same-sex couples. In addition to the 

15,657 out-of-state couples we expect to travel to Maine to marry.  
 

Income tax revenues will rise when same-sex couples file jointly. 

 
If same-sex couples are allowed to marry and file state income taxes jointly, the number of couples 

paying higher taxes will surpass the number whose taxes will decrease. Overall, the net positive impact 
on the State’s income tax revenue will be $69,110 per year. 

 

Estate tax revenue will fall. 
 

Allowing same-sex couples to marry will enable same-sex partners to take advantage of the marital 
deduction when calculating inheritance taxes owed to the State. We project that estate tax revenues 

could fall by an average of $508,667 annually. 
 

Transfer tax revenue will fall. 

 
Currently same-sex partners cannot transfer property to one another without being subject to the 

transfer tax. Expanding marriage to same-sex couples may result in reduced revenue to the state. We 
estimate the loss in state revenue would be $537,992 or an average of $179,331 annually for three 

years. 

 
Sales tax revenues will rise as a result of new spending on weddings. 

 
We estimate allowing same-sex couples to wed could result in approximately $60 million in new 

spending on weddings and tourism in the State. This spending could generate $3.1 million in tax revenue 
over three years. 

 

State expenditures on means-tested public benefits programs will fall. 
 

Extending marriage to same-sex couples will reduce the State’s public assistance expenditures. Just as 
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married spouses are obligated to provide for one another’s basic needs, a same-sex spouse’s income and 

assets would be included in assessing an individual’s eligibility for means-tested public benefits after 
entering a marriage. This will reduce the number of people eligible for such benefits. We estimate that 

extending marriage to same-sex couples will save the State at least $3.4 million per year and as much as 
$7.3 million in its spending on public benefit programs, depending on how much discretion the State is 

granted to determine whether the income of same-sex spouses is included in Medicaid eligibility 

standards. 
 

Maine will receive increased revenue from marriage license fees.  
 

The fee for a marriage license in Maine is $30.00. The result is that same-sex marriages will generate 
$539,193 from these fees over three years.  

 

The impact on the cost of state employee retirement benefits will be negligible. 
 

Maine offers a number of fringe benefits to its employees, including health insurance, dental insurance, 
and retirement plans. In some cases, same-sex partners are already eligible for coverage under the 

the status of domestic partner or designated beneficiary, so marriage would make little difference. For 

some retirement benefits, however, the status as a legal spouse provides access to differential benefits, 
but we find little impact on the State’s budget resulting from allowing employees to marry a same-sex 

partner. 
 

Summary of impacts of extending marriage to same-sex couples on the Maine state budget: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Total Fiscal Impact on the Budget 

Income Tax (annually) $ 69,110  

Estate Tax (average annually) ($ 508,667)  

Transfer Tax (annually over 3 years) ($ 179,331) 

Sales Tax (average annually over 3 years) $ 1,032,454  

Public Assistance (annually) $ 7,326,828  

Marriage License Fees (average annually over 3 

years) 
$ 179,731 

Employee Benefits -  

TOTAL $7,920,125  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
In this study, we engage in a series of analyses to examine the effect of same-sex marriage on Maine’s 

state budget over the next three years.   We take into account that on July 31st, 2008 Massachusetts 

opened same-sex marriage to out-of-state couples,1 Connecticut legalized same-sex marriage on October 
10th, 2008,2 and that California allowed same-sex couples to marry for a brief period (June to November 

2008).3  
 

Our analyses are grounded in the methodology that we used in previous studies of the fiscal impact of 
marriage for same-sex couples on Vermont4, as well as New Jersey,5 Washington,6 New Mexico,7 New 

Hampshire,8 California,9 Connecticut,10 Colorado,11 Massachusetts,12 Maryland, 13 and Iowa.14 Findings 

from all of these studies suggest that extending marriage rights to same-sex couples would result in a 
positive net impact on state budgets. 

 
Similar conclusions have been reached by legislative offices in Connecticut15 and Vermont16 and by the 

Comptroller General of New York.17  In addition, the Congressional Budget Office has concluded that if all 

fifty states and the federal government extended the rights and obligations of marriage to same-sex 
couples, the federal government would benefit by nearly $1 billion each year.18 

 
In Section I of this report, we estimate the number of same-sex couples currently living in Maine who will 

marry over the next three years.  In Section II, we present our predictions of the tax-based budgetary 
impact on the State, separating our analysis into each category of taxation that marriage could affect. In 

Section III, we estimate the state savings that additional marriages will likely bring to Maine’s public 

benefits programs. Section IV outlines the costs of expanding benefits to the same-sex spouses of state 
employees. In Section V we estimate the revenue from marriage license fees for resident and out-of-state 

same-sex couples who marry in Maine.  In Section VI, we summarize the expected fiscal impact for each 
revenue category we address.   

 

Throughout this report, we estimate the economic impact of weddings conservatively.  In other words, 
we choose assumptions that are cautious from the State’s perspective in that they tend to produce lower 

revenues and higher expenditures given the range of possibilities.  Even so, we find that the effect of 
allowing same-sex couples to marry in Maine is an annual positive fiscal impact of approximately $7.9 

million.  
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I. NUMBER OF SAME-SEX COUPLES WHO WILL MARRY 
 

Maine Couples
 

To estimate the number of resident same-sex 
couples that will marry in Maine we draw upon 

the experience of other states that have 

permitted same-sex marriage or non-marital 
legal statuses. 

 
Massachusetts is the only state in which same-

sex marriage has been legally permitted for over 
three years.  Approximately 9,695 same-sex 

couples married in Massachusetts during the 

first three years they were allowed to do so,19 
constituting at least 44% of Massachusetts’s 

same-sex couples as counted in the U.S. Census 
Bureau’s American Community Survey.20  

 

Based on the experiences of Massachusetts and 
other states that have offered legal recognition 

to same-sex couples along with evidence that 
same-sex couples prefer marriage over civil 

unions or any other form non-marital 

recognition,21 we predict that approximately 
50%, or about 2,316, of Maine’s 4,644 same-sex 

couples will marry in the next three years.22 
These couples would include many already 

registered under a domestic partnership and 
others seeking legal recognition for the first 

time.  

 
For a more detailed explanation of the 

methodology employed see: Ramos, Badgett, 
and Sears, The Economic Impact of Same-Sex 
Marriage in Maine, The Williams Institute, 

2009.23 

 
 

II. Impact on Tax Revenues 
 
 

Extending marriage to same-sex couples in 

Maine could affect the State’s taxes on income, 
property transfer, and inheritance. Because 

same-sex marriage will also trigger an increase 
in taxable wedding spending by same-sex 

couples, we include the impact on Maine’s sales 
tax revenue in our analysis in this section 

 

A. Impact on Income Tax 
 

Extending marriage to same-sex couples will 
likely impact the income tax revenues collected 

by the State. Same-sex couples who marry will 

have the right to file their income tax returns 
jointly, just as different-sex married couples 

currently do. With this change in status, two 
individuals who previously filed as ―single‖ will 

combine their incomes, and as a result, some of 

these couples will end up paying more or less in 
income tax when they file as married.  Overall, 

our simulations suggest that extending marriage 
to same-sex couples in Maine will increase state 

income tax revenues.  

 

 

To estimate the net tax impact of allowing 

same-sex couples to file jointly, we use the 
income and household characteristics of same-

sex ―unmarried partner‖ couples living in Maine 
gathered by the Census Bureau’s 2005–2007 

American Community Survey (ACS). Using the 
ACS data on total income and number of 

children in a household, we can estimate each 

couple’s taxes before and after extending 
marriage rights to same-sex couples. First, we 

calculate what couples pay now when they file 
as a ―single‖ individual or ―head of household.‖ 

Then we estimate the tax payments for the 

couple if they were instead married filing jointly. 
Using these estimates, we determine the 

difference between their pre- and post-joint 
filing taxes, calculating the net effect of same-

sex marriage on the State’s income tax revenue.  
 

For the sake of this analysis, we assume that 

the tax consequences of marriage will have no 
impact on who chooses to marry. Overall, 

research suggests that the possibility for 
increased taxation has a minimal impact on the 
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likelihood of a couple’s decision to marry.24 We 

make several other assumptions to simplify the 
tax calculations. First, if there are any children 

present in a home, we assume that the 
―householder‖ filed as head of household and 

that the partner filed as single. Second, when 

the householder has no children living with him 
or her, we assume that both partners currently 

file as single and will file as married filing jointly 
if allowed to wed.  

 
We then calculate taxes twice, with and without 

the joint filing status. Given the available data, 

we used a simplified tax simulation for our 
estimates. To calculate gross income, we added 

together all forms of income for the partners in 
the ACS data; these values were then inflated to 

2009 dollars. We apply Maine’s standard 

deductions which are determined by filing status 
(single or head of household), age (if over 65), 

and number of children.25 We then applied the 
2008 Maine state tax schedule to calculate the 

taxes owed by each individual and couple, first 

when each partner files as single or as head of 

household (if children are present), and second 
when the couple files jointly.26  

 
Our model shows that state income taxes would 

increase for approximately 62% of same-sex 

couples in Maine if they were to file jointly as 
married couples.  For 0.9% of couples, filing 

jointly would have no impact on their taxes, and 
37% would see their taxes decrease.  Taxes rise 

for most couples mainly because Maine has a 
progressive tax structure and because most 

same-sex couples have two earners. Unmarried 

couples with two incomes get to take greater 
advantage of the lower tax brackets, and those 

couples get pushed into higher tax brackets 
when they marry and combine their incomes.  

 

Table 1 presents the total changes in income 
taxes paid by couples in the three categories. 

Assuming that 50% of these couples will marry, 
the projected increase in income tax revenue is 

approximately $69,110, a minimal amount.  
 

 

Table 1: Summary of Income Tax Revenue Calculations 

 Percent of Couples Total Change 

Increase in taxes 62.3% $ 443,276  

Same amount of taxes .9% 0 

Decrease in taxes 36.8% $ (305,055) 

Net change in income tax 

revenue if all same-sex couples 
marry 

-- $ 138,220  

Estimated Income Tax Revenue 
when 50% of couples marry 

-- $ 69,110  

 
 

B. Impact on Estate Tax  
 
Treating different-sex married and same-sex 

couples equally under the state estate tax will 
have only a modest effect on Maine’s budget.  

In 2009 dollars, the total cost to Maine of 

allowing same-sex couples an unlimited bequest 
to their surviving partner is $486,000 in 2009, 

$513,000 in 2010, and $527,000 in 2011. 
 

Maine’s estate tax is based on the state estate 

tax credit in the federal estate tax code in effect 
on December 31, 2002.27 All gross estates above 

the $1 million exemption level are required to 

file a Maine estate tax return.  For tax purposes, 
the gross estate includes all assets and property 

of the decedent in addition to jointly owned 
assets, life insurance proceeds, and certain 

property transferred during the decedent’s life.  
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After adjusting for deductions and credits, the 

estate then pays the applicable state estate tax 
rate (from 0.8% to 16%) on the difference 

between the adjusted taxable estate and the $1 
million exemption level. 

 

To estimate the cost of equalizing the tax 
treatment of same-sex and different-sex married 

residents of Maine, we first have to estimate the 
number of same-sex decedents potentially 

affected by the change in the state estate tax 
code.  Based on Maine population data from the 

2007 American Community Survey from the U.S. 

Census Bureau, and national mortality rates by 
ten year age cohort from the National Center for 

Health Statistics National Vital Statistics System, 
we estimate that the number of partnered 

same-sex decedents in Maine will likely be one 

percent of the number of married decedents in 
2009-2011.   

 
We next use Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 

Statistics on Income (SOI) department data on 
federal estate tax filings to estimate patterns in 

Maine.  Because Maine’s estate tax is pegged to 

the state estate tax credit in the federal estate 
tax code in effect in 2002, we begin with IRS 

SOI data for tax year 2001.  Maine residents 
filed 558, or 0.5 percent, of all 109,562 federal 

estate tax returns filed for 2001 decedents.28  

Based on this percentage and using Urban-
Brookings Tax Policy Center (TPC) forecasts for 

the number of decedents in 2009-2011 who will 
file a federal estate tax form showing a gross 

estate above $1 million, we estimate the total 

number of decedents who will be affected by 
the Maine estate tax in 2009, 2010, and 2011 to 

be 565, 597, 623, respectively. 
 

The IRS SOI data also provides information on 
the number of different-sex married decedents 

who made a bequest to a surviving spouse in 

2001.  In 2001, 30,466 estates with gross estate 
value over $1 million reported a marital bequest 

deduction on their federal estate taxes.29  
Multiplying by 0.5% based on our earlier 

analysis, likely 152 of these bequests were from 

decedents from Maine.  We then multiply the 
2001 figure by the expected growth in returns 

calculated from the TPC data to estimate that in 
2009, 266 Maine residents with estates over $1 

million will report a marital bequest deduction.  
In 2010 we estimate that 282 and in 2011 that 

294 different-sex married Maine residents with 

gross estates valued over $1 million will make a 
marital bequest deduction.  Using the population 

estimates above, we thus calculate that slightly 
less than 3 decedents with a same-sex partner 

would make an equivalent bequest to a 

surviving partner in each year 2009-2011. 
 

Finally, we use IRS SOI statistics on bequests to 
a surviving spouses and gross value in the 

federal returns to calculate the loss to Maine of 
granting same-sex couples a state estate tax 

deduction for making a bequest to their 

surviving partner. In other words, this 
calculation estimates the taxes that would be 

paid by an estate with a bequest to a same-sex 
partner that would be untaxed for a spouse.  We 

compute the average gross estate size and 

average marital bequest for estates in five 
categories of gross estate value ($1 million to 

$2.5 million, $2.5 million to $5 million, $5 million 
to $10 million, $10 million to $20 million, and 

over $20 million).  We assume the distribution of 
estates across estate size will be the same in 

Maine as in the federal figures.  Taking into 

account the $1 million exemption and the 
progressive schedule of Maine’s estate tax, but 

no other deduction, we then compare the 
average estate tax for a married couple with the 

average estate tax of a same-sex couple with 

the same gross estate size and partner bequest.  
Based on the federal bequest statistics and 

Maine’s state estate tax code, we estimate that 
the loss to Maine’s revenue will be $486,000 in 

2009, $513,000 in 2010, and $527,000 in 2011 

(all in 2009 dollars) or $508,667 on average per 
year.30 These figures likely represent an upper 

bound for the cost to Maine because they do not 
take into account tax minimization strategies 

same-sex couples are already using to reduce 
their Maine state estate tax liability. 

 

 C. Impact on Transfer Tax Revenue 
 

In Maine, a transfer tax is imposed on sales of 
real estate worth over $1 million. Transfers of 

real estate that are ―deeds between husband 

and wife, parent and child, or grandparent and 
grandchild without actual consideration for the 

deed, and deeds between spouses in divorce 
proceedings‖ are not subject to the transfer 

tax.31 Same-sex partners, therefore, cannot 

transfer property to one another without being 
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subject to the transfer tax. Expanding marriage 

to same-sex couples could then lead to fewer 
impositions of transfer taxes, resulting in 

reduced revenue to the state.  
 

Although difficult to estimate, it is possible to 

get some sense of the potential revenue loss. It 
seems most likely that same-sex couples would 

be subject to the transfer tax when one partner 
owns property and wishes to share that with the 

other partner.  The median value of an owner-
occupied housing unit in Maine is $167,700;32 if 

we assume that the partner transfers half 

ownership, the transfer tax revenue to the state 
would be $369.33 This revenue would be lost to 

the state if same-sex couples were allowed to 
marry and transfer property tax-free. If all 2,316 

couples expected to marry within three years 

and transferred property after instead of before 
marriage, the loss of revenues would be 

$853,956.    
 

The actual cost to the state depends on the 
frequency of these transactions now and the 

value of the property transferred. Several facts 

suggest that not all 2,316 same-sex couples 
expected to marry would have transferred 

property. First, in many same-sex couples that 
marry, neither partner may be a property 

owner. According to ACS data, only 63% of 

same-sex couples in Maine own a home.34 
Second, some of those same-sex couples that 

own property purchased that property together, 
which precludes the need to transfer the home. 

Third, some couples may choose not to transfer 

the property at all because of the tax. If we 
assume that 63% of newly married couples have 

at least one partner who will transfer property 
after marriage, the loss in state revenue would 

be $537,992 or an average of $179,331 annually 
for three years.  

 

It should also be noted that gaining the right to 
marry could generate additional sales of homes 

to same-sex couples, thus increasing transfer 
tax revenue, as argued in a recent study by the 

New York State Comptroller’s Office.35 The 

emotional stability and financial security 
associated with marriage may encourage same-

sex couples to purchase a house, and those 

sales to couples will generate new tax revenue.  
 

D. Impact on Sales Tax 
 

Extending the right to marry to same-sex 

couples would likely increase spending on 
wedding-related goods and services by in-state 

and out-of-state same-sex couples. Presently, 
Massachusetts and Connecticut (soon to include 

Iowa and Vermont) are alone in allowing same-

sex couples to marry, but Maine stands as a 
popular tourist destination which we expect to 

draw 15,657 couples to wed in just three years. 
 

States would receive revenue mainly from sales 
taxes and lodging and prepared meals taxes. 

Based on our analysis in The Economic Impact 
of Same-Sex Marriage in Maine (2009), we 
estimate that a decision by Maine to allow same-

sex couples to wed could result in approximately 
$60 million in additional spending on weddings 

and tourism in the State. Because Maine 

imposes a tax of 5% on the sale of most 
services and 7% tax on lodging and prepared 

foods.36 This spending could generate $3.1 
million in tax revenue over three years or an 

average of $1 million every year.  

 
We also note that sales taxes only capture the 

most direct tax impact of increased tourism. 
Businesses and individuals will also pay taxes on 

the new earnings generated by wedding 
spending, providing a further boost to the state 

budget.  

 

E. Summary of tax effects 
 

Table 2 summarizes the tax effects of allowing 
same-sex couples to marry. We spread the sales 

tax effects over three years to make it 
comparable with the income and inheritance tax 

estimates. The increase in tax revenue for 
income and sales taxes is higher than the 

predicted decrease in estate and transfer taxes. 

The net effect would be a gain to the State of 
approximately $414,000 per year.  
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Table 2: Summary of Annual Tax Impact for Maine 

Tax Type Impact After Same-Sex Marriage 

Income Tax (annually) $ 69,110 

Estate Tax (average annually) ($ 508,667)  

Transfer tax (annually over 3 years) ($ 179,331) 

Sales Tax (average annually over 3 years) $1,032,454  

TOTAL $ 413,566 

 
 

 
 

III. Public Assistance Savings  
  
Marriage implies a mutual obligation of support 

that is reflected in public assistance eligibility 

calculations. This section looks at the potential 
savings to the State if same-sex marriage means 

that same-sex couples are less likely to need 
public assistance or are less likely to qualify for 

it.  

 

A. Public Assistance Programs  
 
Maine funds with state and federal sources an 

array of public benefit programs that provide 

subsidies and assistance to low-income 
individuals and families. Maine’s Temporary 

Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) program, 
provides cash assistance as well as employment 

and training services. Financial assistance is also 

available through the Food Stamps program, 
medical assistance programs (including 

MaineCare, CubCare and Medically Needy), 
Telephone Assistance Program, Parents as 

Scholars Program, Emergency Assistance, and 
Subsidized Housing programs.37 

 

B. Savings and Same-Sex Marriage 
 

Eligibility for public assistance is means-tested 

and therefore dependent on the individual 
applicant’s income and assets, as well as, for 

most programs, those of the applicant’s family. 
For the many programs that consider a spouse’s 

income and assets, a married applicant is 
generally less likely to qualify for assistance than 

single applicants. Because same-sex couples are 

not permitted to marry in Maine, people with 
same-sex partners are likely to be considered 

―single‖ when eligibility for these programs is 

assessed, for neither the State nor the federal 

government currently requires applicants to 
include an unmarried same-sex partner’s income 

and assets.38 This ―single‖ classification results 
in same-sex partners being more likely to qualify 

for public assistance. If same-sex couples were 

able to marry, however, both partners’ income 
and assets could be counted in determining 

eligibility, thus increasing the likelihood that 
income or asset thresholds would be exceeded 

by applicants. With fewer same-sex couples 
participating in public benefits programs, state 

expenditures will fall. 

 
In Maine, the major assistance programs that 

take marital status into account in eligibility 
determinations are Medicaid (MaineCare), the 

State Children’s Health Insurance Program 

(CubCare), Supplemental Security Income (SSI), 
and Temporary Assistance to Needy Families 

(TANF). Our calculations below therefore focus 
on these programs; however, same-sex 

marriage is likely to trim state spending on 

many public assistance programs not included in 
our calculations,39 so the estimates below are 

conservative. 
 

For TANF and CubCare, the State generally 
determines applicant eligibility standards.40 With 

respect to these programs, then, the State will 

be able to count a same-sex spouse’s income 
and assets in determining the eligibility of an 

individual or family. However, the federal 
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) purports to 

limit the definition of the word ―spouse‖ to 

different-sex marriages, thus Maine may be 
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prohibited from including a same-sex spouse in 

eligibility determinations for MaineCare and SSI 
programs.41 Nonetheless, in assessing eligibility 

for public assistance programs, Maine may still 
be able to take into account the resources of 

same-sex spouses under state and federal 

regulations that require Maine to consider the 
resources of third parties who are legally liable 

for health care costs.42 MaineCare is a provider 
of last resort, and federal and state law require 

the State to assure that Medicaid recipients 
utilize all other available resources, i.e., third 

parties, to pay for all or part of their medical 

care needs before turning to Medicaid. Third 
parties are entities or individuals who are legally 

responsible for paying the medical claims of 
Medicaid recipients.43 They include any 

―individual who has either voluntarily accepted 

or been assigned legal responsibility for the 
health care‖ of a Medicaid applicant or 

recipient.44 The income and assets of a same-
sex spouse might be considered under this 

―third party‖ category, resulting in essentially 
the same eligibility determinations as if a 

―spouse‖ category was applied. 

 

C. Calculations of Savings 
 

With same-sex marriage, we project the total 
savings to the State in public assistance 

expenditures to be approximately $7.3 million 
dollars. If same-sex marriage means fewer 

public assistance recipients, but not less 
expenditures, since Maine must maintain its 

Maintenance of Effort expenditures, savings will 

accrue to the State in the form of freed 
state/federal monies. This will allow the state to 

accept into its public assistance programs other 
needy families.45   

 

To estimate the impact of same-sex marriage, 
we again draw on Maine data from the 2005, 

2006, and 2007 American Community Survey. 
The Census asks respondents to report the 

amount of income from various sources, 
including the amount received from  

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and ―public 

assistance or welfare payments from the state 
or local welfare office‖ in 1999.46 Same-sex 

couples in Maine received 1.3% of all public 
assistance and 0.76% of all SSI received 

annually.47 If we assume that the proportions of 

SSI and public assistance to same-sex couples 

reflect the share of same-sex couples’ benefits  

in other programs, we can estimate current 
spending by multiplying those percentages by 

the total amount of money Maine currently 
spends on those programs.48 Because the 

Census does not define with any precision 

―public assistance,‖ we utilize the 1.3% for 
every type of public assistance, with the 

exception of SSI, which is reported separately 
on the Census. 

 
To calculate Maine’s savings from same-sex 

marriage, we again assume that half of people 

in same-sex couples will marry. This assumption 
takes into account the fact that the possible loss 

of benefits might deter some same-sex couples 
from entering marriages.49 However, an 

adjustment must be made to account for the 

fact that some same-sex spouses, though 
married, will continue to qualify for benefits,50 

just as some currently married couples do. 
According to the ACS, in Maine, 5.7% of same-

sex couples received public assistance and 3.8% 
received SSI while 1.9% of married couples 

received public assistance and 1.3% received 

SSI.51 For the half of same-sex couples who will 
marry, we assume they will receive public 

assistance and SSI at the same rate as different-
sex spouses. For the half of same-sex couples 

whom we predict will remain unmarried, we 

assume they will continue to receive public 
assistance at the currently observed rate of 

5.7% and 3.8% for SSI. We estimate, then, that 
with same-sex marriage state expenditures on 

same-sex couples will be reduced by about 33% 

for public assistance and SSI.52 
 

These calculations also assume that DOMA will 
not bar the State from including a same-sex 

spouse’s income and assets to calculate 
eligibility for Medicaid and SSI. If DOMA 

prevents the State from including same-sex 

spouses in eligibility determinations for Medicaid 
programs and SSI, then the savings from public 

benefit programs where the State determines 
eligibility would be $3.4 million. As noted above, 

however, even if DOMA prevents the State from 

directly counting same-sex marriages, the State 
may still be able to count both spouses’ incomes 

and assets via regulations concerning the 
financial obligations of legally responsible third-

parties. 
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Table 4: Expenditures and Savings on Major Public Assistance Programs 

 
Estimated State Spending on 

Same-Sex Couples in 2006 

Estimated Savings in State Funds 

After Same-Sex Marriage 

TANF  $ 597,944  $ 199,315  

CubCare $ 141,779   $  47,260  

Subtotal $ 739,723  $ 246,574  

MaineCare $ 9,589,349   $ 3,196,450  

SSI                      $ 11,806,763                       $ 3,883,804  

Total $ 22,135,835  $ 7,326,828  

 

 
IV. Expansion of State Employee Benefits to Maine’s Same-Sex 
Couples 
 

 

Maine offers a number of fringe benefits to its 
state employees, including health insurance, 

dental insurance, and retirement plans. In some 
cases, same-sex partners are already eligible for 

coverage under the Maine’s domestic partner 
benefits. For some retirement benefits, however, 

the status as a legal spouse provides access to 

differential benefits. Below, we assess the 
implications of same-sex marriage for Maine’s 

expenditures on employee benefits. We find 
little or no impact on the State’s budget 

resulting from same-sex marriage. 

 

A. Health and Dental Benefits 
 
Same-sex partners who meet the State’s 

definition of domestic partners may obtain the 

same health and dental benefits coverage as 
different-sex married couples.53 To qualify as a 

domestic partner, the couple must complete an 
―Affidavit of Domestic Partnership,‖ providing 

indication of a relationship comparable to 

marriage (i.e. exclusivity, mental competence, 
financial interdependence, etc.).54 Given that 

Maine already offers benefits to same-sex 
domestic partners that are identical to those of 

married individuals, same-sex marriage will not 
affect the State’s expenditures on health and 

dental benefits. 

 

 

 
 
B. Survivor Benefits under Maine’s 
Employee Retirement Plans 
 

Public employees in Maine are automatically 
enrolled in the Maine Public Employees’ 

Retirement System (MainePERS).55 Members of 

the system receive benefits when they retire, 
but if they die before retirement, state 

employees’ survivors may be entitled to certain 
survivor benefits. 

 
When a state employee dies before retirement 

in a non work-related death, ordinary death 

benefits for a designated beneficiary may be 
distributed in one of three ways: 1) a lump-sum 

refund of all employee contributions and 
interest; 2) a monthly payment calculated as 

though on the day of death the employee had 

retired; or 3) a monthly survivor benefit.56  A 
public employee may elect his/her same-sex 

partner as a designated beneficiary, and under 
current law the amount paid to a married 

spouse versus a non-spousal beneficiary does 

not differ for options 1 and 2.  
 

However, under option 3, spousal beneficiaries 
and non-spousal beneficiaries are treated 

differently.57 A surviving spouse receives a 
payment of $495 dollars each month the first 

month after the death occurs under the 
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following circumstances: a) if the deceased 

qualifying member had 10 years of service at 
the time of death, b) if the surviving spouse has 

been certified mentally incompetent or 
permanently physically incapacitated, or c) has 

the care of the dependent child or children of 

the deceased. Spouses that do not qualify under 
a, b, or c, will begin to receive a survivor benefit 

once he/she has reached 60 years of age.  
 

On the other hand, a non-spousal designated 
beneficiary receives a payment of $150 dollars if 

he/she has been certified mentally incompetent 

or permanently physically incapacitated or after 
the beneficiary reaches the age of 60 and until 

his/her death. Thus, if Maine were to expand 
marriage to same-sex partners, the State would 

see increased survivor benefit expenditures of 

$345 dollars per case only for a surviving spouse 
under the age of 60 and married to a qualifying 

member employed for over 10 years or in 
charge of the qualified employee’s dependent 

child or children.   
 

According to the ACS, 7% of individuals in 

same-sex couples, or 320 people, work for the 
state or local government. Given that many of 

these individuals will opt for option 1 or 2 where 
no difference exists between the benefit of a 

designated beneficiary and that of a spouse, the 

state would only see additional costs for same-
sex surviving spouses if there are many 

survivors in this category and if the value of 
these benefits is significantly higher than the 

value of the other options that same-sex 

surviving spouses are already eligible for.  The 
impact is likely minimal.   

 
In the case of an accidental death related to 

employment, a spouse designated as a recipient 
of a survivor benefit will receive 2/3 of the 

average final compensation (AFC) of the 

qualifying member. If the spouse has the care of 

the dependent child of the qualifying member 
then the spouse will receive a sum equal to the 

AFC of the qualifying member. If no spouse 
survives the qualifying member, the dependent 

child or dependent children shall be paid an 

annual sum equal to the average final 
compensation of the qualifying member.58 

However, since the number of such accidental 
deaths is typically quite small,59 the small 

number of employees with same-sex partners 
means that we would expect few if any 

additional survivors to be eligible for this benefit 

if same-sex couples could marry. 
 

Therefore, with the expansion of marriage rights 
to same-sex couples, the state budget would 

only experience an increase in costs in the case 

of an accidental death of a state employee 
within a same-sex marriage with no dependent 

children. In the long-term this costs would be 
minimal.  

 

C. Total Change in Employee Benefits 
Coverage 
 
Extending marriage rights to same-sex couples 

would have no effect on the state’s contributions 

to health or dental plans, as same-sex partners 
are already entitled to domestic partner 

coverage.  
 

Further, same-sex marriage would have little 

impact on the State’s expenditures on 
retirement benefits, given that the plans largely 

offer the same options to both spousal and non-
spousal survivors. Overall, therefore, we 

estimate a negligible effect on employee 

benefits expenditures resulting from same-sex 
marriage.

V. MARRIAGE LICENSE FEES

The weddings of both in-state and out-of-state 
same-sex couples will also generate revenues 

for counties through marriage license fees.  The 
fee for a marriage license in Maine is $30.00.60  

Table 6 multiplies this fee by our estimates of 
the number of resident and non-resident same-

sex couples who will marry in Maine during the 
first three years.  The result is that same-sex 
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marriages will generate $539,193 from these 

fees. 
 

Of course, some of the revenues of these fees 
will be offset by the costs of processing the 

additional marriage licenses.  However, other 

states that have extended marriage, civil unions, 
or domestic partnerships to same-sex couples 

have experienced very small increases in 

administrative costs.61   
 

In addition, we do not include in our estimate 
additional fees that will be generated by couples 

who request plain or certified copies of their 

marriage license.62 

 

 
Table 6: Maine Revenues for Marriage License Fees from Same-Sex Couples 

 (First Three Years)  

 Couples Marrying in 

Maine 

Marriage License Fee 

 

Total Fees Generated 

 

Out-of-State                   15,657   $30.00 $69,480  

Maine 2,316 $30.00 $469,713  

Total   $539,193  

 
 
 
VI: Summary and Conclusions   
 
Using U.S. Census Bureau data from Maine residents and drawing on the experience of Massachusetts 

and other states, we have been able to quantify the likely fiscal and economic effects of allowing same-
sex couples to marry in Maine. 

 

 

 The State will experience a loss in estate tax and transfer tax revenues, but a significant increase 

in sales tax revenue and income tax revenue, for a net increase of approximately $413,566 
annually in tax revenues.  

 

 The State will likely save $7.3 million in public assistance expenditures, over three years, from 

extending marriage to same-sex couples. 

Table 7: Summary of Fiscal Effects on State Budget 

 Total Fiscal Effect on the Budget 

Income Tax (annually) $ 69,110  

Estate Tax (average annually) ($ 508,667)  

Transfer Tax (annually over 3 years) ($ 179,331) 

Sales Tax (average annually over 3 years) $ 1,032,454  

Public Assistance (annually) $ 7,326,828  

Marriage License Fees (average annually over 3 

years) 
$ 179,731 

Employee Benefits -  

TOTAL $7,920,125  
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 Health and dental benefits of same-sex partners are already covered in Maine, and spousal death 

benefits will result in a negligible effect on the State’s budget.  
 

 Extending marriage to same-sex couples will also increase revenue from marriage license fees, 

adding $539,193 over three years.  
 

Our analysis projects that giving equal marriage rights to same-sex couples will have a positive impact on 

the state budget of approximately $7.9 million per year and a revenue gain to state businesses of almost 
$20 million per year during the first three years that marriage is extended to same-sex couples. 
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